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Round Knife
Made of forged steel with a 5’ blade.That
makes this an ideal cutting tool for even the
heaviest of leathers. Once sharpened properly, 
the blade glides through all leathers smoothly 
without pulling or stretching the leather.
D0209  Osborne #70  45.95
D0210      Economy   20.95
D0267  Skife     6.95
Easy to use tool skivers leather cleanly
and accurately. Use D0269 blades.
D0268  Super Skiver     12.95
The easiest hand skiving tool to use. 
Center mounted blade allows for more 
consistent skive. Cast metal, includes 
five blades.   Use D0269 Blades.
Extra Blades 
Injector type blades fit both
the skife (no hole) 
& skiver(with 2 holes).1-1/2” x 5/16”.
D0269-with 2 holes   0.45ea   3.25/10   29.90/100  
D0430-without holes  0.25ea   2.35/10   21.50/100

Sharpening Stone
Use to sharpen your cutting knives as well 
as swivel knife blades. Coarse side sharpens 
blades quickly, then the fine side hones the 
blades to a fine edge.
M1241--  8”x2”x1”    4.95  (Coarse & Fine Sides)
M1240--  6”x2”x1/4”  1.00 (Coarse Side only)

Steel Square
Measures right angles quickly & accurately.
Black tempered steel square with easy to 
read numbers.  D0223   8” x12” 7.95  
D0206 16”x24” 24.95 (plus $14.00 ship fee)

D0200  Rotary Cutter   6.95
Razor sharp blade cuts garment weight 
leathers and fabrics. Works forward or 
backward with either handle and can 
cut up to 4.5oz leather. 45mm size. 
D0201  Extra Blade     2.95

D0214  Hobby Knife Set 13pc    7.95
Contains three handles (with blades),
plus ten other blades for a variety of jobs.

C1239  File Set  
Sharpen punches,
bevelers, gouges and
tools with these handy
files. This set in the
pouch that includes 12
jeweler’s files in different sizes & shapes.   6.95/set

D0260 #11- Small Handle 2.75  
D0261   #24- Large Handle 2.95  
Extra Blades
D0263  #11    D0266  #24
Both Sizes Same Low Price:
2.95/10    28.50/100   

D0215    Hobby
Knife Set 7pc   3.95
Engraving knife, 
Include one handle 
& six other blades.

D0251  4-Way Utility Knife   3.95
Retractable, locking utility 
blade,push-button adjustment.
Utility Knife Blades  D0252 1.95/5ea  3.95/10

D0305  Snap Blade Knife  3.95
Good for fast, sharp cutting on all types
of leather. Replaceable snap-off blades 
always keeps a sharp edge handy. 

D0306   Extra Snaps Blades   0.65ea  10+@0.595ea
Fits the knife above, each blade has 8 snap-off points, 10 blades per pack.

D0255  Folding Utility Knife    9.95
Folds down like a pocket knife. Includes 
6 steel blades. Use D0252 Blade.

M1242 Pro Utility Sharpener  67.95ea
Accurate wet stone sharpening handles a wide range of sharpening 
projects from scissors to knives to flat chisels & more. This 120 grit wet
wheel with an easy-to-fill water trough & keeps workpieces cool during
sharpening. Includes: sharpener, 2 tool rests & manual.

D0253  Beveled Edge Knife-Osborne        
Designed especially for skiving leather and
edge  trimming on leather and similar 
materials. 3” steel blade. Heavy Duty.   8.95
D0254   Trim Knife-Osborne  6.95 
Preferred by saddlemakers and other pro. for
trimming off excess leather and more. Steel Blade. 3-3/4” blade.    

KNIVES, BLADES, SHARPENER & RULES

D0216    Hobbyl knife Set   15.95
Precision hobby knife with five blades for
working with leather, wood, plastic, rubber,
foam, and vinyl. Improved grip Knurled sleeve
threaded chuck for fast and easy blade changing.
Overall dimensions: 5-3/4" L; Blade length: 1-1/4"; Blade shank size: 3/8".
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Interchangeable blades make these knives
a versatile addition to your workbench.
Handles and blades sold separately

Hobby Knives

Stainless Steel Rules
Flexible stainless steel rules.   D0220 18”  5.95
D0221   24”   7.95,   D0222   36”    9.95
D0218 48” 10.95,   D0219    60”    11.95

D0270   Strap Cutter    18.95
Durable wood tool cuts belts and straps  
quickly and consistently from 1/8” to 4”
wide. Includes two blades. 

D0271  Strap Cutter Blades
These blades are 7/8” long and 5/16”
wide.  0.45ea, 3.25/10, 29.90/100    
D0264  Strip Ease    6.95
Cut strips up to 2-1/2” wide. Good for medium
weight (2-6oz) leather belt blanks, billets, purse
straps and more.

D0349  Pro Draw Gauge-Osborne  51.95 
D0350  Draw Gauge-Eco.               37.95
Aluminum handle draw gauge. Pro.model tool for
cutting up to 4” wide strips & straps. Polished head
and pre-marked measurements on slide.
Replacement Blade:   D2210-Osborne 8.95 

D0351-Eco.      4.95   

D0216 Industrial Knife Set    29.99
Master craftsman knife set. Includes #9 blade
(5/16" x 2-1/4" deep curve, 7/8" radius, narrow
point) and #11 blade (5/16" x 2-1/4" straight
grind on slanted edge).  
D0217 #9  Extra Blade 1.99ea

D1926 Skiver-Small  7.95
Steel. High quality.5.91"X1.81"X0.35".
Included:1 pcs Blad. Suits for sewing,
heavy duty onstruction. Easy to use it
Also easy to hadle and perfect to make 
the leather thinner.  
D1927 Skiver-Small Blades  0.30ea  2.50/10
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(D0206-include additional $14.00 UPSshipping fee as 2nd pkg.)

**D0206-can not ship 
with other items together
due to the over size.**

D0177  Wing Dividers   8.95
plots & measures curves. Set screw 
locks into position. Ideal for scribing 
arcs, gauging & dividing lines.

D0255  Angled Utility Knife    9.50
Angled handle let you see  where you’re cutting. 
Includes 1 blade. Use D0252 Blade.
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